Megatrends are global changes in individual, social and technological structures which are thought to have a major impact on the futures markets. In this way everything will change, from society to industry and finally science. Are we ready for it? Are we even aware of it? There is a myriad of information on megatrends. Yet, there is hardly anyone to tell us the "master equation" on how to deduce recommendations so our research can keep pace. Unprepared as we are in this way, it may be just like a tsunami wave which comes over us and we hope to still stand after it. Is the topic really so complex and abstract? Is it really unpredictable? Here some private thoughts of mine are classified according to one commonly accepted set of megatrends. It will be given in three parts, here and in the next two Editorials. 1. Demographic change -The share of older scientists will be higher. Good for deeper analysis, yet probably less valuable for innovations and step changes. This effect will be partly compensated by migration of younger scientists into Europe. 2. Individualization reaches a new stage -this is aready having an impact. Our teaching courses in Eindhoven have reached a high degree of specialization as a response to individualization. Students increasingly have different and widespread backgrounds and any course must take this into account. Rather than heading for a common degree, students of the future will opt for their own, 'individualized' degree. Companies will be flexible in selecting the most suitable candidates from the cornucopia of options and will profit from larger offer. Yet, the recruitment team needs to specialise in the same way. Once hired, the job profile of a candidate should not change too much over the years, i.e., asking for less reorganization and more persistence in objectives. Otherwise, the high level of specialization will never pay off. Counterintuitively, individualization will ask for long-lasting strategies and may decrease flexibility. 3. Social and cultural disparities -one great achievement of the European Union is that researchers from different social and cultural backgrounds work together and get to know each other. Healthcare is highly dynamic and any research must be able to keep up. 5. Changes to gender roles -we will see more female researchers and already see more today. I assume that this will slowly, but finally powerful change the style and way we are approaching science. This will be mixed with the demographic and social/ cultural changes mentioned above. The result will be complex. I expect this mainly changing the way of evaluation in science, being it papers or proposals. Even though there are intrinsic factors which seem to me to be eternal: the need for documentation and communication, for example, and its impact in any evaluation, either in print journals or in open-access journals. Maybe in the future even in online scientific internet platforms like Facebook and Twitter. It is in our genetic makeup to be conservative in objectives even when embracing new ways of doing things. 6. New patterns of mobility -the world has become smaller. Many people live increasingly far from their work. Some scientists I know hundreds miles away in another country, forcing them to go home by plane and often separating couples and parents/children for the working week. This phenomenon affects many of my colleagues and this seems truly to have become a "megatrend of scientists". Their papers and research are written on the move, some virtually while waiting for boarding at the airport. Moreover, this increases energy costs and strengthens transport. This will bring also new developments in chemistry and chemical engineering with the development of new fuels, higher energy and heat exchange efficiency, improved fuel ignition and burning, etc.
Interim conclusion: the quest for fast adaptation and perfect matching increases. The few real big megatrends bring researcher profiles closer together and ask for more interaction. All will be new, but not all will be different. Parts 2 and 3 to come in the next Editorials.
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